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Implementation of the orthodoxy test as
a validity check on experimental field emission data

Mohammad M. Allaham1 , Richard G. Forbes2 ,
Alexandr Knápek3 , Marwan S. Mousa1

In field electron emission (FE) studies, it is important to check and analyse the quality and validity of experimental
current-voltage data, which is usually plotted in one of a small number of standard forms. These include the so-called
Fowler-Nordheim (FN), Millikan-Lauritsen (ML) and Murphy-Good (MG) plots. The Field emission orthodoxy test is a
simple quantitative test that aims to check for the reasonableness of the values of the parameter “scaled field” that can be
extracted from these plots. This is done in order to establish whether characterization parameters extracted from the plot
will be reliable or, alternatively, likely to be spurious. This paper summarises the theory behind the orthodoxy test, for each
of the plot forms, and confirms that it is easy to apply it to the newly developed MG plot. A simple, new, accessible web
application has been developed that extracts scaled-field values from any of these three plot forms, and tests for lack of field
emission orthodoxy.

K e y w o r d s: field electron emission, field emission orthodoxy test, Fowler-Nordheim plots, Millikan-Lauritsen plots,
Murphy-Good plots, field enhancement factor, emitter characterization parameters

1 Introduction

This paper discusses a simple new methodology for
processing measured current-voltage I(V ) data from de-
vices or systems that involve the process of field electron
emission (FE) [1–5]. Note that in this paper the symbols
I and V always denote the measured quantities that in
some recent papers (eg [6]) have been denoted by Im and
Vm . The symbols I and V do not denote the so-called
“emission” quantities Ie and Ve .

In FE literature, two types of plot have been used
to analyze I(V ) data, namely Fowler-Nordheim (FN)
plots [6-8] and Millikan-Lauritsen (ML) plots [9, 10]. A
third plot form, the Murphy-Good (MG) plot, has re-
cently been proposed [11]. If the FE device/system is
orthodox, as defined below, then all these plots present
the I(V ) data as a nearly straight line that can be sub-
jected to mathematical analysis, in order to extract emit-
ter characterization parameters.

An FE device/system is defined as “ideal” if its I(V )
characteristics are determined only by the combination of
(a) – unchanging total system geometry (including emit-
ter shape) and (b) – the emission process. It is further de-
scribed as “orthodox” if it is an adequately valid approx-
imation to assume that tunnelling takes place through a
Schottky-Nordheim (SN) (“planar image-rounded”) bar-
rier, and that there is no significant voltage dependence

in the emission area or in the local work-function. If a de-
vice/system is not orthodox, then data plots as discussed

above may be defective, and extracted characterization-
parameter values may be spurious.

There exists an “Orthodoxy test” [12], developed in

the context of FN and ML plots, that can be applied to
an experimental FE I(V ) data-set, in order to establish

whether or not the related FE device/system is orthodox,
and hence whether extracted characterization-parameter

values would be reliable. For example, there is some evi-
dence [12] that many published field-enhancement-factor

values may be spuriously large.

The present work describes a simple web application

that can apply the orthodoxy test to any of the above
plots, including the new MG plot. Relevant theory has

been discussed elsewhere [8, 12, 13] and is summarised be-
low. The orthodoxy test and web application are then de-

scribed and applied to illustrative examples of I(V ) data.

A motivation for this work has been to enhance the

procedures available for testing field electron sources un-
der development for possible use in electron microscopes

and other electron beam instruments.

This paper uses the common “electron emission con-

vention”, whereby fields, currents, and current densities
are treated as positive, even though they would be neg-

ative in classical electromagnetism. Where values of uni-
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versal constants are given, numerical values are specified

to seven significant figures.

2 Theory of extracting scaled-field values

2.1 Basic field electron emission theory

For an orthodox FE device/system, the measured

emission current I can be given, in terms of the local
work function φ and the characteristic local barrier field

fC , by the extended Murphy-Good (EMG) equation, see

[11], (2.2). It is better here to employ a “scaled” form
that uses the dimensionless characteristic scaled field

fC = c2Sφ
−2FC , where cS is the Schottky constant (see

Appendix). For orthodox systems, fC can be related to
the measured voltage V by

fC = V/VR (1)

where VR is a (constant) reference measured voltage [11]

needed to pull the top of a characteristic SN barrier, of

zero-field height φ , down to the emitter Fermi level. The
EMG equation for I(V ) can thus be written, [11]

I(V ) = Aθ(V/VR)
2 exp

(

−vF ηVR/V
)

. (2)

where A is a parameter called the formal emission area

for the SN barrier (denoted by ASN
f in [11]), θ and η

are φ−dependent scaling parameters defined in [11], with

η ∼= 9.836239(eV/φ)1/2 , and vF is the appropriate value

of a special mathematical function v(x), [14]. It can be
shown that vF = v(x = fC).

A simple good approximation exists [15] namely: vF ≈
1−fC+(fC/6) ln(fC). Substituting into (2), and using (1)

again, yields, after some re-arrangement, the alternative

format

I(V ) = {A(θ exp η)V −κ
R }V κ exp(−ηVR/V ), (3)

where, for this SN-barrier case, κ = 2− η/6.

In general terms, what the orthodoxy test does is to
deduce, using the slope of a given plot form, the range

of fC -values that corresponds to the range of measured-

voltage used in the experiments. As discussed below, this
extracted range of fC -values is then compared with the

known range of fC -values within which (tungsten) emit-

ters normally operate.

Theory relating to the plot slopes is now given. In what

follows, subscripts such as “FN” label the plot type, and
the notation ln{Q} means (see [16]) “take the natural

logarithm of the numerical value of the quantity Q , when

this quantity is measured in SI units” (here amperes, and

volts to an appropriate power).

2.2 The Fowler-Nordheim (FN) plot slope

With (2), on dividing both sides by V 2 and taking
natural logarithms, we obtain

LFN = ln{I/V 2} = ln{AθV −2
R } − vFηVRV

−1

This is a theoretical equation for a Fowler-Nordheim (FN)
plot. Its slope is given by

SFN(V
−1) = dLFN/d(V

−1) = −ηVRd(vFV
−1)/d(V −1)

A standard result [15] is that d(vFV
−1)d(V −1) =

s(fC), where s(fC) is the slope correction function for
a SN barrier, and fC corresponds to V . Hence, the FN-
plot slope is

SFN(V
−1) = −s(fC)ηVR (4)

In FN-plot analysis, the slope is (in principle) taken
at the “fitting value” where the tangent to the theoreti-
cal plot is parallel to the line fitted to the experimental
results [15]. This fitted line has slope Sfit

FN , and the fit-
ting value of s(fC) is denoted by st . It follows from (4)

that the extracted VR -value is {VR}
extr = −Sfit

FN/stη ,
and hence the extracted fC -value corresponding to mea-
sured voltage V is

{fC}
extr = −(stη/S

fit
FN)V = −(stη/S

fit
FN)/V

−1 (5)

Since s(fC) varies only weakly with fC , it is normally
adequate to take st = 0.95.

2.3 The Millikan-Lauritsen (ML) plot slope

Using (2) and taking natural logarithms of both sides,
yields

LML(V
−1)≡ ln{I}= ln{AθV −2

R }−2 ln{V −1}−vFηVRV
−1

This is the theoretical equation for a Millikan-Lauritsen
(ML) plot. Its slope is

SML(V
−1) = dLML/d(V

−1) =

= −2V − ηVRd(vFV
−1)/d(V −1) = SFN(V

−1)− 2V

Let V −1
mid be the midpoint of the range of values of V −1

used in an experimental ML plot. It follows that the slope
Seff
FN of the corresponding FN plot is given approximately

by

Seff
FN ≈ Sfit

ML + 2Vmid.

Values of scaled field can be extracted by using (5),

with Sfit
FN replaced by Seff

FN .
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Fig. 1. Simulated MG plot showing the upper-left and lower-right data points that need to be extracted and entered. The symbols |V|
and |I| denote the numerical values of measured voltage and current when recorded in volts and amperes, respectively. The plotted points

are selected points in the voltage range 1.2 to 2.8 kV

Table 1. General criteria for the orthodoxy test

Condition Result Explanation

fA
low ≤ fextr

low AND fextr
up ≤ fup Pass Reasonable range

fextr
low ≤ fNA

low OR fNA
up ≤ fextr

up Fail Clearly unreasonable range

fNA
low ≤ fextr

low ≤ fA
low OR fA

up ≤ fextr
up ≤ fNA

up Inconclusive More investigation is needed

Table 2. Range limits for the orthodoxy test, as a function of work
function φ . (Symbol meanings as defined in the text.)

φ(eV ) fNA
low fA

low fA
up fNA

up

5.50 0.09 0.14 0.41 0.69

5.00 0.095 0.14 0.43 0.71

4.50 0.10 0.15 0.45 0.75

4.00 0.105 0.16 0.48 0.79

3.50 0.11 0.17 0.51 0.85

3.00 0.12 0.18 0.54 0.91

2.50 0.13 0.20 0.59 0.98

2.4 The Murphy-Good (MG) plot slope

Dividing both sides of (3) by V κ , and taking natural
logarithms, yields

LMG(V
−1) ∼= ln{I/V κ} ≈ ln{A(θ exp η)V −κ

R } − ηVRV
−1

This is the equation for a theoretical Murphy-Good
(MG) plot. Its slope is [11]

SMG(V
−1) = −ηVR

Using (1), the extracted fC -value corresponding to a
given V -value is

{f extr
C } = −(η/Sfit

MG)/V
−1 (6)

As compared with (5), the factor st is not present.

For the extraction of other characteristic parameters
see [6, 8].

3 Applying test criteria

For new data plots, use of the Murphy-Good (MG)
plot [11] is recommended, because this method of ex-
tracting formal emission areas is more precise. However,
all three experimental plot types will be approximately
straight for an orthodox emitter. A straight line can be
fitted either manually (this is usually good enough), or
by a regression calculation.

To apply the orthodoxy test, the web tool will first
calculate the slope of the fitted line from entered values
of the plot’s upper left (“up”) and lower right (“low”)
ends. Figure 1 shows an example [13] of a MG plot with
the required points to apply the test marked.

After calculating the plot slope, the fC -values corre-
sponding to the ends of the range of voltages measured
are extracted, using (5) or (6) as appropriate, depend-
ing on the plot type. The web tool will then apply the
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Fig. 2. Curve A shows a Fowler-Nordheim plot taken from an
uncoated tungsten emitter [19]. The symbols |V| and |I| denote the
numerical values of measured voltage and current when recorded in

volts and amperes, respectively.

test criteria shown in Tab. 1 [12,13]. Here: A/NA indi-
cates the allowed/not-allowed limits for fC ; the param-

eter {flow}
extr is the extracted fC value for the lower-

right point, and {fup}
extr is the extracted fC value for

the upper-left point. Table 2 shows how the A/NA limits
vary as a function of local work function φ (interpolation
can be used if needed).

The physical meanings of the “not allowed” limits for
the lower and upper points are as follows. The lower limit
corresponds to the value where the field is too low to
emit a current that can be measured or detected in a
normal experiment. The upper limit corresponds to the
value where the emitter will electroform or self-destruct.
In both cases, if any extracted fC -value is on the “not-
allowed” side of the limit, then it can be concluded that
the FE device/system is not orthodox, and that extracted
values of emitter characterisation parameters may be spu-
rious [12].

4 Results and examples

During the project reported in this paper, the ortho-
doxy test was applied to many experimental and sim-
ulated data plots, using the web application [17] in its
state as currently developed. Data relating to the ortho-
doxy test is displaying correctly. Our plan is to extend
this application in order to extract characterisation pa-
rameters from plots that pass the orthodoxy text, but
this aspect of the application is still under development

and related “boxes” may either be blank or may not be
displaying meaningful data.

4.1 Murphy-Good(MG)plot analysis

Figure 1 shows a simulated MG plot. Extracted input
data for the orthodoxy test, and output results, as associ-
ated with the web tool [17], are recorded in Tab. 3 and 4.
As expected with simulated data, the result is “PASS”.

4.2 Millikan-Lauritsen plot analysis

The spreadsheet originally developed in connection
with the orthodoxy test (see Electronic Supplementary
Material to [12]) has been extensively used to test ML
plots. We therefore confirm here, for one example only,
that the new web application generates the same result
as the original 2013 spreadsheet. The chosen example is
emitter X89 (Fig. 4) in the well-known paper by Dyke and
Trolan [17]. The relevant data (relating to the “direct-
current” voltage range) are re-entered in Tables 3 and
4. It has been confirmed that the present web applica-
tion gives the same extracted fC -values as the original
spreadsheet.

4.3 Fowler-Nordheim (FN) plot analysis

With FN-plot analysis we we show an example of an
“inconclusive” outcome. Curve A in Fig. 2 shows a FN
plot for an “uncoated” tungsten emitter. Relevant data
is shown in Tables 3 and 4. Although the FN plot is a
good straight line, the orthodoxy test reports that the
outcome is inconclusive. The most likely explanation is
that the emitter was being operated up to higher fields
than is usually the case – possibly up to higher fields than
would usually be advisable.

Many examples of FN plots that fail the orthodoxy
test are given in [12].

4.4 Outcomes and discussion

For convenience, the outcomes from the above illustra-
tive tests are shown together in Tables 3 and 4.

It needs to be remembered that this test is an “engi-
neering triage test”, with somewhat arbitrary boundaries
for the three categories of “pass”, “fail”, and “inconclu-
sive”. The “pass” and “fail” categories have been set so
that outcomes in these categories are reasonably certain.
The “inconclusive” category can therefore cover both sit-
uations that are “nearly normal” and and others that are
“definitely not normal”, as illustrated here.

5 Summary and conclusions

This paper has set out in a concise form the theory
behind the orthodoxy test, and has shown that, in addi-
tion to its current use with Millikan-Lauritsen plots and
Fowler-Nordheim plots, it can also easily be applied to
Murphy-Good plots.
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Table 3. Input data for orthodoxy test. Note that the Neper (Np) is a unit of natural logarithmic difference (here relative to Y = 0).

Plot
Source Figure here

Upper (Left) Point Lower (Right) Point

type X (1/V) Y (Np) X (1/V) Y (Np)

MG simulated Fig. 1 3.6× 10–4 −24.6 7.8 × 10–4 −40.4

ML [18], Fig. 2 (X89) na 2.45× 10–4 −9.0 4.15 × 10–4 −19.0

FN [19], Fig. 8 Fig. 3 1.0× 10–4 −28.5 2.0 × 10–4 −36.9

Table 4. Output data from orthodoxy test

Plot type Figure here {flow}
extr {fup}

extr Result

MG Fig. 1 0.16 0.36 PASS

ML na 0.20 0.34 PASS

FN Fig. 2 0.26 0.52 INCONCLUSIVE

It has been argued elsewhere [11] that MG plots pro-
vide a better methodology of FE current-voltage data
analysis than do FN plots, because for ideal FE de-
vices/systems they lead to the more precise extraction
of information about formal emission area. The work in
this paper confirms that, in addition, MG plots can be
subject to the orthodoxy test that is the necessary pre-
liminary to meaningful data analysis.

We have also reported the initial development of a pro-
totype web tool that can carry out the orthodoxy test for
all three types of I(V ) data plot. Further development of
this web tool is in progress, in order to allow the extrac-
tion of characterization parameters from plots that pass
the test. Our intention is that, in future work on carbon
field emitters at Mu’tah University, Murphy-Good plots
and the related form of orthodoxy test will be used. It is
also our intention to develop a downloadable spreadsheet
version of the web application.

Appendix: The Schottky constant

The “Schottky constant” is the modern equivalent of
the numerical constant that appeared in equation (6)
of the 1914 paper [20] that first put the theory of the
Schottky effect (see Wikipedia) onto a quantitative basis.
Since the term “Schottky constant” may be unfamiliar
to many people, relevant background information is pre-
sented here.

A classical point electron escaping from a surface to
which a high negative field (of magnitude F ) is applied
experiences forces due to both its electrical image in the
surface and the external electrostatic field. As a conse-
quence, as compared with the classical potential energy
(PE) barrier that would be seen by the electron when
F = 0, the escaping electron experiences a classical PE
barrier with a maximum height that has been reduced by
an energy ∆S given by

∆S = cSF
1/2.

This is the well-known classical Schottky effect, in fact
first suggested as an electron emission mechanism by
J. J. Thomson in 1903 [20]. The parameter cS is a uni-
versal constant that has now been called the Schottky

constant.

In terms of the fundamental physical constants, cS is
given by [15]

cS = (e3/4πε0)
1/2

where e is the elementary charge and ε0 is the vacuum
electric permittivity. In the units now often used in field
emission, cS has the value 1.199985 eV2(V/nm)−1 .

As already noted, the Schottky effect was first put on
a quantitative basis in Schottky’s 1914 paper [21]. If fields
are measured in V/cm, as often done before the SI system
was introduced, then the modern parameter cS has the

value 3.794686×10−4 eV (V/cm)−1/2 . The corresponding

numerical value, approximated as 3.8 × 10−4 , appears
in equation (6) of [20]. This is the origin of the name
“Schottky constant” for cS . In one form or another, the
physics of the Schottky constant has been in use for over
100 years, but only recently has cS been explicitly given
this name.
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